We present the results of evolving articulated virtual creature foraging in a 3D physically simulated environment filled with stationary food objects. Simple block creatures with sigmoidal neural networks are evolved through a genetic algorithm using a fitness function based on the consumption amount. The results show the evolution of successful foraging behaviors performing well in environments with various food distributions. We analyze the foraging based on its efficiency, creature morphologies, movement strategies, and the food density and entropy in the simulation environment.
Introduction
Movement plays a crucial role in the fate of most biological organisms and is the theme of active and diverse research in biology . Morphologies constrain the movement of organisms allowing them to find food, escape predation, and reproduce. Thus, they are of crucial importance for organism survival. Studying morphology and development, especially in the context of ecology, will contribute to answering difficult biological challenges and promises direct applications to society (Wake, 2001) .
We are interested in the evolutionary study of exploratory movement through physical simulation in the context of movement ecology. The movement ecology paradigm ) is a conceptual framework for the study of oganismal movement promising to enhance our understanding of the causes, mechanisms, and consequences of movement in the biological world. Physical simulation provides an ideal framework for studying the evolution of functional morphologies and the movement they enable.
We hypothesize that biological exploratory movement and in silico exploratory movement, including physical and behavioral components, result from the same guiding evolutionary processes. Thus, in silico evolution can arrive at similar morphologies and exploratory behaviors as those found * The author would like to acknowledge and thank for the support of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) through the JSPS Fellowship for Foreign Researchers and the JSPS Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research. in biological organisms. In this paper, we present preliminary results of our movement studies by evolving the morphologies and controllers of virtual creatures to successfully forage for food in a 3D physically simulated environment.
Since Sims' pioneering work (Sims, 1994b) , several researches have used physical simulations of virtual creatures for evolution of locomotion (Pilat and Jacob, 2008) , lightfollowing (Pilat and Jacob, 2010) , box-throwing (Chaumont et al., 2007) , and co-evolutionary tasks of box-grabbing (Miconi and Channon, 2006) , and fighting (Miconi, 2008) . While these results provide a good basis for movement and sensing, they are not directly applicable to sustained foraging. Sustained foraging for multiple food items distributed around the environment is not demonstrated in these studies.
Evolutionary robotics approaches, e.g. (Nolfi and Floreano, 1998) , are used to study artificial foraging. However, these studies are centered around the evolution of controllers of robots with fixed morphologies and deal primarily with fixed movement systems, e.g., wheeled. Evolution of sustained foraging behaviors in physical virtual creatures, where both the morphology and controller are under evolutionary control, has not been extensively studied. (Chaumont and Adami, 2011) provide one of the first examples of the evolution of sustained foraging in 3D physically simulated legged creatures albeit through a complicated experimental system with several evolutionary stages.
We present the results of experiments in the evolution of morphologies and controllers of virtual creatures foraging for a limited food resource in a virtual physical environment. Contrary to other approaches, e.g., (Chaumont and Adami, 2011) , we evolve creatures through single-step evolutionary experiments in environments consisting of multiple uniformly distributed food objects. The creatures evolve successful sustained foraging ability that is resilient to changes in the number and distribution of food objects.
Virtual Creature Model
Sims' Blockies model (Sims, 1994b ) is a standard model in virtual creature evolution combining a simple phenotype with a powerful generative encoding. Our model, described Figure 1 : A sample evolved virtual creature forager showing: a) the genotype graph, b) the corresponding phenotype tree (recursion level 1), c) the corresponding physical phenotype, and d) the phenotype neural network.
in detail in (Pilat and Jacob, 2008) , modifies the Blockies model by simplifying the controller model. The morphology of a virtual creature is composed of articulated cuboid body parts connected with simple hinge joints. The joints provide each body part with one degree of freedom with respect to the connected neighbor part. Simple angle limits enforce limited inter-penetration of two connected body parts. Nonconnected body parts cannot inter-penetrate.
The creature phenotype is a rooted tree with nodes and edges directly corresponding to the connected body parts of the physical creature. The genotype is a directed graph with possible cycles and loops specifying a generative encoding. A recursion parameter controls the generation of the phenotype from the corresponding genotype. Fig. 1 shows the genotype and phenotype representations of a sample evolved forager. Structural parameters of the body parts and parameters controlling the building instructions of the phenotype (i.e., body part size, scaling factor, reflection, joint contact position and orientation) are stored in the genotype nodes and links. These parameters are evolved by the evolutionary system modifying the resulting creature morphology.
Virtual creatures are controlled by simple recurrent artificial neural networks that are segmented into parts embedded into body nodes as illustrated by the example in Fig. 1 . Connections between neurons in the same node or neighboring nodes are allowed. In contrast to Sims' experiments, we do not use a global neural node which offers a vehicle for centralized control but slows down the evolution of simple virtual creatures evolving reactive behaviors.
Compared to the large neuron repertoire used by Sims' and derived work, e.g., (Chaumont and Adami, 2011) , we Figure 2 : The spherical sensing model provides a virtual creature with information about source points (in this case, another virtual creature) in its environment within a sensing range r: the distance d to the source point and the directional angle θ to the source point.
use simple computational neurons t with sigmoidal hyperbolic tangent transfer functions. Simple sigmoidal neurons offer a functionally more realistic biological model and simplify the optimization problem solved by the genetic algorithm. Furthermore, we found that this simpler neural representation is sufficient to evolve well performing virtual creatures for various tasks. The outputs of each neuron are standardized to be in the range [−1, 1]. Sinusoidal periodic source neurons w are used as waveform generators that feed a periodic signal into the network.
Two types of special neurons are present for each body part: sensors and effectors. Effector neurons e power the joints of connected body parts and act as sinks of the neural network. Sensory neurons s provide the network with information gathered from the source-point vision system described in the next section. Some special neurons are not used in the phenotype of some body parts (e.g. effector neuron in main body part) but are kept in the genotype to allow the reuse of body parts during evolution.
Sensing Model
The omni-directional source-point sensing model of a virtual creature is defined by a sensing sphere of a specified radius r around the center of the creature, as shown in Fig.  2 . The sensing system provides the creature with information about objects within its sensing sphere. The model is an extension to that in (Pilat and Jacob, 2010) by allowing sensing of different object classes as described below.
For each virtual creature at each simulation step, the sensing system selects the closest (by euclidean distance) source object in its sensing area for each type of sensor based on object classes. It is possible to alternate between objects in consecutive steps if the creature moves around their median point. We only allow sensing of objects belonging to other creatures of the same creature class svds (i.e., same population), sensing of objects belonging to other creatures of a different creature class svdo (i.e., different populations), and sensing of environmental food objects svdf .
Since each body part of a virtual creature is represented as a separate simulation object, the sensing system is able to sense body parts instead of sensing entire creatures. This is advantageous since it allows us to filter the sensed objects (e.g., only a root body part). Self-selection is not permitted. Object sensing can be filtered based on the requested object type. We can selectively enable the sensing of body parts of virtual creatures, body parts of dead virtual creatures, light objects in the environment, and other environmental objects. The creatures can also be made to sense any object irrespective of the type or no objects at all.
Once a source object is selected by the sensing system, information about its location with respect to the virtual creature is calculated and fed into the sensory neurons. This includes: distance d and angle θ, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and detailed in (Pilat and Jacob, 2010) . The θ angle is the angle between the positive x-axis of the virtual creature's main body part and a vector from the center of the virtual creature to the source object. The sign of this angle specifies whether the object is positioned to the right or to the left of the virtual creature body frame direction. The distance measure d is the squared euclidean distance between the virtual creature position and the source object position, scaled to [0, 1]. Each sensory neuron combines the sign of the angle θ and the distance d into a single numerical value.
Simulation Environment
The experiments were performed in the Morphid Academy simulation system (Pilat and Jacob, 2008) which is a fully featured open source virtual laboratory for the evolution of functional forms called Morphids. It features physical simulation using the ODE and NVIDIA PhysX engines, graphical visualization using the OGRE engine, and a genetic algorithm based evolutionary system. In contrast to our previous work, we use the NVIDIA PhysX engine for physical creature simulation in the presented experiments. We found that the PhysX engine provides simpler control of inter-penetrations and requires less parameter optimization in order to evolve well performing virtual creatures.
The simulation environment used during evolution, called the training environment, is composed of uniformly distributed and randomly sized cuboid food objects. This differs from the experiments presented in (Pilat and Jacob, 2010) which used a single light object per evaluation. Virtual creatures are positioned randomly within the simulation area (one creature per evaluation). The random locations of both the creatures and food objects provide a different training environment each time a creature is evaluated but with the same distribution method and number of food objects. A sample foraging simulation screenshot is shown in Fig. 3 .
Initially, the creatures are dropped onto the simulation surface from a specified height. Two validity checks are performed to ensure the creature movement is not due to simulation instabilities: one check while suspended over the sur- face with no gravity and second check after a stabilization period on the surface. Invalid creatures are removed from the population and replaced with randomly generated ones. Creature evaluation begins after a creature passed all the validity checks and is resting on the simulation surface and continues for 50, 000 or 100, 000 physical simulation time steps, depending on experiment. Creatures are able to move around the environment and interact with the stationary food objects. When a creature touches a food object, the object is consumed and removed from the simulation. The sensory system of the creature is then able to load information about another closest object into the neural network.
The evolutionary system is a standard steady-state genetic algorithm using deterministic tournament selection with a tournament size k = 3. Each tournament evaluation is simulated independently to minimize adverse effects of sharing the simulation space. We used population sizes of 100 or 200 initialized with randomly generated virtual creatures. Genetic operators of crossover (at a rate of 20%), grafting (at a rate of 20%), and copy (at a rate of 60%) are applied to two winners of each tournament and a child individual replaces the loser in the population. Mutation is applied to the resulting child creature. The genetic operators are similar to (Sims, 1994b) and are described in (Pilat and Jacob, 2008) .
Fitness is calculated using a simple consumption fitness function derived from the number of food objects consumed during the evaluation, with each food object contributing 10 fitness points. If the creature has not consumed anything, its fitness is 1. This fitness function can suffer from the bootstrap problem (Nolfi and Floreano, 1998) where the fitness during initial generations is 1 since the creatures are not able to move effectively around the environment. We experimented with alternative fitness functions that replace the fixed fitness with a movement-based fitness rewarding mov-ing around the environment if a food object is not consumed. However, we are still able to achieve good results using the original functions and the benefits of the alternative ones are not obvious from the preliminary results.
Foraging Results
Most of our experiments evolved creatures that are able to successfully forage food objects in the environment. We analyzed foraging strategies using foraging directionality and the ability for sustained foraging. The accuracy and efficiency of the foraging behavior depends on the morphologies and movement strategies of the creatures and the testing simulation environment, as described below.
Morphologies and Controllers
The efficiency of foraging is linked to the morphologies and movement strategies of the evolved virtual creatures as discussed for locomotion tasks in (Pilat and Jacob, 2008) . The creatures that evolved fixed body orientation movement using pushing or swinging movement strategies were able to evolve efficient foraging strategies. Although still successful, creatures with changing body orientations offset the movement direction slowing down the foraging time.
The size of the virtual creature (combined size of all the body parts) had an impact on the foraging strategies. Large creatures, or creatures that spread out their body parts, were more successful as they were able to sweep more food objects while moving. Compact virtual creatures had to steer directly to the food objects to touch them. More interesting behavior and better use of the limbs, akin to the often studied box-grabbing task Sims (1994a) , is possible if we enforce that only the main body part can consume food.
Related to the size problem, some virtual creatures were not able to easily consume small food objects and would circle around them at first. This phenomenon seemed related to the re-orientation abilities of the virtual creatures. Some creatures, especially those with swinging strategies, could re-orient their morphologies very precisely and did not suffer from this problem. However, others that employed more complex body movement were not able to easily orient leading to missed food items and inefficient foraging.
The neural network controllers of evolved virtual creature foragers were simple with a few neurons and neural connections (example in Fig. 1 ). These simple neural networks provide a good example of the power of simple sigmoidal neurons as compared to the complex neural repertoire used in (Sims, 1994b) and simplify the possible fabrication of the creatures, similar to (Lipson and Pollack, 2000) . Several evolved networks showed successful removal of unnecessary sensory input by eliminating connections from creature sensors while keeping the food sensor (e.g., the svdo neuron in Fig 1 leading into the unused effector of the root part). 
Training Environment
The number of food objects in the training environment impacted the rate of success of evolved foraging and the accuracy of the evolved strategies. Experiments with a low number of food items (5 or less) had a difficult time evolving successful foraging strategies due to the inability of the fitness function to award movement without consumption. Experiments with 10 food items produced successful foraging strategies at a slower pace compared to the highly successful experiments using 40 or 50 items.
The distribution of food in the training environment did not impact the evolution of successful strategies. Experiments using uniformly distributed food sources and food distributed in uniformly distributed patches both produced successful foragers. The impact of the sensing range during evolution in different environments is still under investigation. Fig. 4 shows a sample fitness plot of an evolutionary run with 50 uniformly distributed food items.
Directionality of Foraging
The food object information fed to the creature neural networks contains distance and directionality components. Virtual creature controllers evolved to use the directionality information in order to orient themselves and move towards the objects. We first look at the directionality dependent foraging performance of our evolved virtual creatures.
The testing environment was composed of a single food object placed on a fixed-radius around the start position of the tested creature. The virtual creature was simulated for a fixed number of steps. The simulation was then reset, the position of the food object on the circle was changed by a fixed angle and the evaluation was repeated. With an angle of 7 degrees, we can evaluate 51 food objects on the circle. Fig. 1 ) can efficiently move to the food sources through slightly arched paths whereas the forager on the right uses irregular inefficient foraging paths. The foraging behavior and efficiency is highly dependent on the morphology and movement strategy of the creatures.
The initial body orientation of each evaluted creature is kept constant between evaluations. The body orientation impacs the foraging path and time as can be seen in Fig. 5 . The left creature was not able to reach the leftmost food source in the given evaluation time since it was directly opposite to its body orientation -it first turned around moving in the wrong direction. A similar example is shown for the right creature looking at the irregular density of foraging paths.
Another observation that we can make from Fig. 5 deals with the movement behavior after the food source is reached. Due to the setup of the directionality evaluations, once the creature consumed the food source, it was unable to sense another one until it was reset. The creature on the right is seen to perform a random walk with no food present. The training environment provided creatures with food sources that were solely within their sensing radius. Exploratory movement when no food is sensed is an important ability of biological organisms that needs to be studied further. Evolving such behavior is critical for open-ended simulations.
A poor foraging strategy that is often seen during early stages of evolution is simple undirected movement. In a rich environment with many closely packed food sources, a virtual creature that is able to move efficiently can encounter and consume several food objects. This behavior might be a stepping stone in evolution of successful foraging and should not be penalized during early evolution.
Sustained Foraging
Directional single food source foraging does not provide any information about foraging of multiple food sources. Sustained foraging is crucial for open-ended simulation environments where the survival and evolution of virtual creatures is related to the ability to find and consume food in the environment. To look at the sustained foraging performance, we use a testing environment with a number of uniformly distributed food items. Fig. 6 provides multiple food foraging paths for two evolved creatures. From these paths, we can see that the creatures are able to successfully perform sustained foraging of several food objects in their environment, irregardless of the number of food objects. The efficiency of the foraging movement can be deduced from observing those plots. From the smoothness of the path in Fig. 6 (left) , we are able to correctly deduce that the virtual creature can easily turn its body. Furthermore, looking at the distances between the food objects and the path, we can deduce that the creature is quite large and is able to sweep food items.
In Fig. 6 (right) we see an interesting inefficient foraging path of 50 food objects for an evolved virtual creature. This creature is not able to turn effectively in order to consume small food objects and sometimes circles around a food object, which is quite evident from its foraging path. However, it is still able to consume all of the objects in the environment, albeit with a lower efficiency. 
Environmental Effects
To study the resilience of the evolved foraging behaviors, we evaluated several evolved foragers in various testing environments. These testing environments differed from the training environment used during evolution in the distribution and number of food sources. Fig. 7 shows the sustained foraging paths for creatures that evolved in a random training environment evaluated using testing environments with different geometrically structured food distributions: spiral, circular, double circular, lined, and grid. The foraging paths in Fig. 7 provide an interesting real-world application as they can approximate a Euclidean Hamiltonian path between the food items. The environment can be modified to solve the Euclidean traveling salesman problem. Although the solutions are not optimal, they can form good real-world approximations when an efficient forager is used. Since the next food object visited after one is consumed is usually the closest food object, disregarding the effects of body orienting as described above, the process is similar to the greedy nearest neighbor algorithm. Fig. 7 also provides two examples demonstrating the tightness of the foraging path. The two concentric circle environments differ in the spacing between the circles: larger than spacing along the circle in the left environment and smaller in the right environment. This difference produces unique foraging paths for the two similar environments due to the selection of closer food objects. The grid environment spreads food objects in a regular grid pattern. The forager's choice of which equidistant food object to visit next depends on its movement and orientation just after consuming the previous object. To quantitatively measure the effect of the environment on the evolved foraging behavior, we evaluated several evolved foragers in environments with different density and distribution of food objects. Density ρ was measured with Eq. 1 as the number of food objects over a square unit of simulation space. Food distribution was measured with Eq. 2 as the entropy S based on fixed partitioning of the simulation space (2D histogram estimator) into 100 simulation boxes (10 by 10). N is the number of food objects spread over a simulation area of size δ x by δ y and N k is the number of food objects in the kth partition box.
Density evaluations varied the density by changing the size of the simulation area while maintaining an equal number of uniformly distributed food objects (50) and constant entropy (within a small variation due to the random placement). Fig. 8 illustrates the impact of the food density on foraging time for the evolved efficient forager from Fig. 5 (left). We can see that the foraging time is related to the density value with an inverse-square relationship. This is not surprising since, from Eq. 1, this produces a linear relationship between distance and foraging time. The entropy evaluations varied the distribution of 50 food objects in the simulation environment while maintaining a constant density value. Fig. 9 shows the entropy results of the evaluation of the evolved efficient forager in Fig. 5 (left) in environments with 7 food distributions: uniformly distributed (random), patchy with 10, 5, and 3 food patches, circular, grid, and lined. The entropy values are dependent on the granularity of the calculation method. In our calculation, the grid arrangement filled each entropy space partition with at most 1 food object, thus maximizing the entropy equation. The patch configurations filled a low number of partitions with many objects, minimizing the entropy. Figure 9: Foraging time to consume 50 food objects distributed using uniformly random, patchy, circular, grid, and lined distributions as indicated in the color-coded legend.
In general, the foraging time scales linearly with the entropy up the the maximum entropy value (close to the grid configuration). The variability in the 10 samples for each distribution was small for this forager. The circular distribution produced a high entropy value but with a low foraging time due to an efficient foraging path along the circle. These results indicate that the evolved forager can perform well in environments with various food distributions (varied entropy values). Evaluations with other successfully evolved foragers produced quantitatively similar results.
By evaluating several evolved foragers in the same environment, we can directly compare their foraging ability and the impacts of the shared resource foraging on foraging paths. Fig. 10 shows an example of such an evaluation using three evolved foragers and 200 food objects. We can compare the different movement strategies of each creature based on its path. The forager in orange performed worse compared to the other two foragers (due to its slow movement rate). In an example of food competition, all three foragers moved towards the last remaining food source, as seen around point (−500, 1300).
Conclusions
We presented the results of experiments in evolving virtual creature foraging in physical environments containing stationary food objects. The virtual creatures were composed of articulated blocks powered by a neural network controller. The sensing system calculated and provided the neural network with distance and angle information of the position of the closest food source in the environment. The experiments successfully evolved foraging in virtual creatures of various evolved morphologies and movement strategies. The foraging behaviors were accurate with respect to food object directionality, sustainable with respect to covering multiple food sources in the environment, and resilient with respect to changes in the simulation environment. We also commented on the impact of the morphologies, movement strategies, and the training environment on the successful evolution of foraging.
These preliminary experimental results in our study of the evolution of in silico exploratory movement identified a range of foraging movement strategies in simple two or three body part virtual creatures. As an extension to this work, we are currently investigating the impact of the sensing range on the evolution of sustained foraging, especially in environments where the distance between food objects can be greater than the sensing range of the creatures.
This work effectively demonstrates the utility of physical simulation environments for studying biological phenomena and biological processes. The next logical step, which we are currently investigating, is to experiment with co-evolutionary settings where several virtual creatures or several populations of virtual creatures are evolved using the same physical environment. Such studies will allow us to explore the co-evolutionary dynamics of co-operative and competitive behaviors, such as the classic predator-prey scenario that is prevalent in the biological world.
The evolution of sustained foraging behaviors in physically simulated media is instrumental for future experiments in simulated open-ended environments. Foraging plays a crucial role in such simulations and will enable virtual creatures to live, compete for food resources, and breed, thus fueling a sustainable virtual ecosystem. Evolution in this ecosystem can allow us to study speciation, group behaviors, niche construction, and other evolutionary processes that are difficult or impractical to study in natural ecosystems.
